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SY2S21
Network admin and security
Examination
Gaius Mulley

OHP, Acetates, Whiteboard, Pens. Copies of Revision topics, Exam Paper Summer 2004, Resit Exam
Paper Summer 2004. Access to Blackboard for looking at lectures and materials provided during the Year.
Session Outline
As open and c/w sessions, but with exam technique How to approach the paper.
I will respond to problems from the students, with summary of theory and examples. The attached
revision topic sheet will be used to identify areas. Exam paper from Summer 2004 and resit 2004 will be
used to identify questions to work with.
Revision Pointers for Network Admin and Security Exam
• Revise whole topics (not just bits of topics) as the exam is split into topic areas, the number of questions
linked to the proportion of the course spent on that course
• Remember YOU CAN GET 20 / 20 on these questions, so really good answers will be rewarded. This
includes DRAWING DIAGRAMS where appropriate.
• The exam is based on the workshop questions so you should use them to focus your revision.
• Try to plan out your exam, working out how much time you can spend per question (2 hours = 120 minutes and 5 questions means 40 minutes per question) and practice doing this in your revision, using past
papers and appropriate workshop questions.
• LEARN the following BEFORE YOU GO INTO THE EXAM ROOM Read the Instruction to Candidates carefully Read ALL the questions first and mark the FIVE you will attempt, and any notes (e.g. formulas) you might need to make things easier Think about the order you will answer the questions (e.g.
easiest first, whole questions first etc.) When answering each question CAREFULLY READ IT AGAIN
ask yourself WHAT IS THE QUSTION ASKING ME TO DO?
• Finally, remember, the first few questions tend to be more straightforward since they are based on the
early part of the course and are meant to encourage you in the exam.

